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By Eric Naiman

Cornell University Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 320 pages. Dimensions: 9.3in.
x 6.1in. x 1.3in.In an original and provocative reading of Vladimir Nabokovs work and the pleasures
and perils to which its readers are subjected, Eric Naiman explores the significance and
consequences of Nabokovs insistence on bringing the issue of arts essential perversity to the fore.
Nabokovs fiction is notorious for the interpretive panic it occasions in its readers, the sense that no
matter how hard he or she tries, the reader has not gotten Nabokov right. At the same time, the
fictions abound with characters who might be labeled perverts, and questions of sexuality lurk
everywhere. Naiman argues that the sexual and the interpretive are so bound together in Nabokovs
stories and novels that the reader confronts the fear that there is no stable line between good
reading and overreading, and that reading Nabokov well is beset by the exhilaration and
performance anxiety more frequently associated with questions of sexuality than of literature.
Nabokovs fictions pervert their readers, obligingly training them to twist and turn the text in order
to puzzle out its meanings, so that they become not better people but closer readers, assuming all
the impudence...
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Reviews
These types of publication is the ideal ebook readily available. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an extremely simple way
and it is just following i finished reading through this publication in which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Lur a Jenkins
Basically no words to describe. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to read once more once again later on. You may like just
how the article writer compose this publication.
-- Mr s. Ja ne Q uitz on DDS
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